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INTRODUCTION 
Let X and Y be Banach spaces. In a recent paper (Browder [3]), one of the 
writers has introduced a class of nonlinear mappings between Banach spaces 
described as mappings of analytic type or, more descriptively, as orientation 
preserving mappings. This class serves to unite the theory of complex-analytic 
mappings of complex-Banach spaces with the theory of monotone mappings 
of a Banach space X into its conjugate space X* and of accretive mappings of 
X into X. (For a survey of the latter theories see Browder [7]). 
It is our purpose in the present paper to obtain further results in this 
direction by using the apparatus of the generalized topological degree which 
has been developed recently in Browder [4]-[7], Browder-Nussbaum [S], 
Browder-Petryshyn [9]. The theory of the generalized topological degree 
enables us to extend the arguments of [3] given for compact mappings to 
some general classes of noncompact mappings between Banach spaces. In 
addition we shall obtain stronger results about the structure of the set of 
solutions of nonlinear functional equations involving orientation preserving 
mappings by employing a variant of an interesting device of Aronszajn [l] 
in this general context. 
The basic intuition which we develop in detail below is the following: 
For nonlinear functional equations of extremely general type, the hypothesis 
of complex analyticity, added to structural hypotheses which ensure existence 
of solutions, enables one to obtain a count on the number of solutions. In the 
simplest cases, we obtain uniqueness of solutions in such situations where 
without the holomorphic character of the equation, only existence follows. 
Obviously, this general principle is fundamental in the classical theory of 
holomorphic functions of one complex variable, and in earlier papers 
(Cronin [lo], Schwartz [13], Browder [3]) it had been applied to compact 
1 The second author is on leave of absence from the University of Virginia, 
Charlottesville, Virginia. 
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functional equations by use of the theory of Leray-Schauder degree for 
compact displacements. 
Using the more general formulations of the theory of the degree for more 
general mappings (as described in detail in the discussion below), we extend 
this principle to these more general classes. We obtain thereby a family 
of existence and uniqueness theorems of which the simplest example is 
Theorem 2 below: Let G be a closed ball in a complex Banach space X, T and C 
homolomorphic mappings of an open set U containing G into X such that C is 
compact and T a strict contraction. Suppose that (T + C) has no fixed points 
on the boundary of G and maps this boundary into G. Then (T + C) has 
exactly one fixed point in G. 
We now turn to the precise description of our definitions and results. 
DEFINITION 1. Let X and Y be topological spaces, U an open subset 
of X, h a continuous mapping of U into Y. Then h is called a regular homeo- 
morphism of U into Y provided the following holds: 
(i) h is a homeomorphism of U onto an open subset h(U) of Y. 
(ii) For each open subset G of U such that cl,G is contained in U, 
h(cl,G) = cl,(h(G)). 
In Section 1, we consider two complex Banach spaces X and Y, an open 
subset U of X and two complex-analytic mappings f and h of U into Y with 
h a regular homeomorphism of U into Y, h-l, (the inverse of h), a complex- 
analytic mapping of h(U) into X, and such that the mapping C = f - h of U 
into Y is a compact mapping (that is, C is continuous and C(U) is a relatively 
compact subset of Y). In this context we have the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Let X and Y be complex-Banach spaces, V an open subset of 
X x [0, 11, f and h two continuous mappings of V into Y such that for each t, 
the mappings ft = f(*, t) and h, = h(*, t) of V, = {x 1 x in X, [x, t] in V> into 
Y are complex-analytic with h, a regular d$feomorphism (i.e., h, is a regular 
homeomorphism and the inverse, h;‘, of h, is complex-analytic) of V, onto an 
open subset of Y. Suppose that the mapping C = f - h maps V into a relatively 
compact subset of Y and that for a given continuous curve in Y given by 
{y(t) IO < t < l}, there exists a compact subset K of V which contains all 
points [x, t] in V such that f(x, t) = y(t). Suppose$nally that f. is a homeo- 
morphism of V,, on an open subset of Y which contains y(O). 
Then for each t in [0, 11, there exists exactly one point xt in Vi such that 
ft(xt) = f(xt , t) = y(t) and xt varies continuously in X with t in [0, 11. 
As corollaries of Theorem 1, we have the following more specific results: 
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THEOREM 2. Let G be a closed bounded convex subset of the complex Banach 
space X with nonempty interior, V a holomorphic mapping of an open subset L 
of X into X with G contained in U. Suppose that V = T f C, where C is a 
compact holomorphic mapping of U into X and T is a strictly contractive 
mapping of U into X (i.e., there exists a constant k < 1 such that 
jl Tu - TV // < k 1) u - v j/for all u and v in U). Suppose that V maps the 
boundary of G into G and has nofixedpoints on the boundary of G. 
Then V has exactly one Jixed point in G. 
THEOREM 3. Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, U an open subset of X, 
f and h complex-analytic mappings of U into Y such that h is a regular diffeo- 
morphism of U on an open subset h(U) of Y, while C = f - h is a compact 
mapping of U into Y. Let y be a point of Y, G a bounded open subset of X whose 
closure, cl G, is contained in U. Suppose that for each point x of b&y G, 
the boundary of G, there exists an element y* of Y*, the conjugate space of Y, 
such that (y*, f(x) -y) > 0, (y*, C(x)) < 0. 
Then ify lies in h(G), there exists exactly onepoint x in G such that f(x) = y. 
The proofs of Theorems 1, 2, and 3 combine the use of the generalized 
theory of topological degree with the results on the Leray-Schauder degree of 
complex-analytic maps first obtained by Cronin [ll] and extended in 
Schwartz [13] and Browder [3]. 
In Section 2, we turn to the more complex case of mappings f of the form 
f(u) = S(u, u) where S is an analytic mapping of two arguments u and v 
which is a homeomorphism in the first argument and compact in the second 
argument. 
The basic general result is the following: 
THEOREM 4. Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, V an open subset of 
X x X x [0, 11, S a continuous mapping of V into Y. For each t in [0, 11, 
let V/t = {[u, v] 1 [u, a, t] E V} and let U, = (x 1 x E X, [x, x] E V,}. For u in 
U, , let ft(u) = S(u, u, t). We assume the following: 
(a) For each t, S,(u, v) = S(u, v, t) de$nes a complex analytic mapping of 
V, into Y. 
(b) For each t in [0, l] and each v in X, if V,,, = {u 1 u E X, [u, v] E V,}, 
then the mapping St,* of ,Vt,v into Y given by S,,,(u) = S(u, v, t) is a regular 
homeomorphism of V,,, on an open subset of Y. 
(c) For each point [uO , v0 , t] in V, there exists a closedproduct neighborhood 
NI x N, x N3 contained in V such that the mapping [t, v] -+ S,,, of N3 x N, 
into the space of regular homeomorphisms of NI into Y is compact, (where the 
space of regular homeomorphisms is endowed with the topology of uniform 
convergence on Nr). 
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Let {y(t) 1 0 < t < l} be a continuous curve in Y and suppose that the set 
{[UP u, tl I f&4 EE so4 % t> = r(t)> is a compact subset of V. Suppose further 
that there exists E > 0 such that for all x in X with 11 x I/ < z there is exactly 
one solution in U, of the equation S&u - x, u) = y(0). 
Then for each t in [0, 11, there exists exactly 012e solution xt in U, of the 
equation ft(x) = y(t) and xt depends continuously on t in [0, 11. 
We give two simple applications of Theorem 4 which parallel the applica- 
tions given in Theorems 2 and 3 for the more special result of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let G be a closed bounded convex subset of the complex Banach 
space X with a nonempty interior, U an open subset of X which contains G, R a 
complex-analytic mapping of U x U into X which satisfies the following two 
conditions :
(1) For each v in U, R,(u) = R(u, v) d ji e nzs a strictly-co&active mapping 
of U into X. 
(2) The mapping v -+ R, is a compact mapping of U into the space of 
strictly contractive mappings of U into X. 
Let V be the mapping of U into Xgiven by V(u) = R(u, u) and suppose that V 
has no jxed points on the boundary of G and maps the boundary of G into G. 
Then V has exactly one jixed point in G. 
THEOREM 6. Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, U un open subset of 
X, S a complex-analytic mapping of U x U into Y. Suppose that for each v in 
U, the mapping S, of U into Y given by S,,(u) = S(u, v) is a regular homeo- 
morphism of U on an open subset of Y. Suppose further that the mapping which 
carries each v of U into the corresponding S, is a compact mapping of U into the 
space of regular homeomorphisms of U into Y (the latter space being endowed 
with the topology uniform convergence on U). Let y be a given point of Y, G a 
bounded convex open subset of X with 0 E G and with cl G contained in U. Let 
f be the mapping of cl G into Y defined by f(x) = S(x, x) and suppose that for 
each x in the boundary of G there exists an element y* of Y* such that 
tr*, S(x, h)) > 0 (A E [a 11). 
Then if S,(G) contains y, there exists exactly one point x in G such that 
f(x) =Y* 
In Section 3, we turn to the case in which the uniqueness of solutions of 
nonlinear functional equations considered can no longer be assured. Here we 
apply a line of argument originated by Aronszajn [l] in 1942 and which we 
carry through in the following general form (the original considerations of 
Aronszajn being given for compact mappings). 
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THEOREM ‘7. Let X be a metric space, Y a Banach space and consider a 
sequence { fk> of continuous mappings of X into Y converging un.aformly on X 
to the mapping f of X into Y. Suppose that all the fk as well as f are proper 
mappings (that is, the inverse image of a compact set in Y is compact in X) 
and that for a given point yO in Y andfor ally in a neighborhood N(y,) of yO in I’, 
there exists exactly one solution xk of the equation fk(x) = y. 
Then f-‘(yO) is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact absolute 
retracts (that is, an R, in the sense of Aronszajn [I]). 
We note that such R, sets are simply connected and acyclic in the sense 
of Tech homology (though not necessarily locally-connected). 
SECTION 1 
In this section we shall give a proof of Theorem 1 using the apparatus of 
the generalized topological degree theory of [5]. We first introduce the neces- 
sary definitions from [5]. 
DEFINITION 2. Let X and Y be topological spaces, G an open subset of 
X, h a continuous mapping of cl G into Y. Then h is said to be a permissible 
homeomorphism of cl G into Y if h is a homeomorphism of G onto an open 
subset h(G) of Y which maps cl G homeomorphically onto cl(h(G)). 
DEFINITION 3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. G an open subset of X. 
f a continuous mapping of cl G into Y such that f = h + C where h is a 
permissible homeomorphism of cl G into Y (in the sense of Definition 2 
above) and C maps cl G into a relatively compact subset of Y. Let y be a point 
in Y - f(bdry G). Then the generalized topological degree deg,([f, h], G, y) 
off at y is defined by the relation deg,([ f, h], G, y) = deg,,(l + Ch-l, h(G), y) 
(where the right-hand side denotes the Leray-Schauder degree of I + Ch-1 
on h(G) at y). 
We shall use the basic properties of the generalized topological degree 
theory in the following. These properties are proved as Theorem 1 in 
Browder [5]. 
We need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, U an open subset of X, 
fan analytic mapping of U into Y such that f = h + C, where h is a regular 
ds~eomorphism of U onto an open subset h(U) of Y (that is, h is a regular homeo- 
morphism and the inverse, h-l, of h is complex-analytic). Let G be an open subset 
of U such that cl G is contained in U. Further let h be a permissible homeo- 
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morphism of cl G into l’ and C maps cl G into a relatively compact subset of Y. 
Suppose that y is a point in Y - f(bdry G) and deg,([ f, h], G, y) = 1. 
Then there exists exactly one x in G such that f(x) = y. 
PROOF. By the definition of generalized topological degree, 
deg,([f, h], G, y), we have deg,& + Ch-l, h(G), y) = 1. Since now Ch-l 
is a complex-analytic mapping of h(G) into Y and Ch-l maps cl h(G) in a 
relatively-compact subset of Y, we have by Lemma 2 of Schwartz [13] that 
the set of solutions of the equation (I + Ch-l) (h(x)) = y is finite. Further 
by Proposition 2 of Browder [3] the mapping I + Ch-l is orientation pre- 
serving. It follows then by Theorem 2 of Browder [3] that there exists a 
unique x in G (h being a homeomorphism) such that (I + Ch-I) (h(x)) = y, 
that is, f(x) = h(x) + C(x) = (I + Ch-I) (h(x)) = y. This completes the 
proof of the lemma.// 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. As the set K of all points [x, t] in V for which 
f(x, t) = y(t) is compact, there is an open subset G of I’ containing K such 
that cl G is contained in I’. For each t in [0, I], the set 
is an open subset of V, and cl G, is contained in V, . Further, for each t in 
[0, l] the mapping, h, is a permissible homeomorphism of cl G, into Y (since 
h, is a regular homeomorphism of Vt into Y), the mapping C, = ft - h, 
maps cl G, into a relatively compact subset of Y and y(t) belongs to 
Y - ft(bdry G,). Th us, for each t in [0, 11, the degi([f, , h,], G, , y(t)) is 
defined and is independent of t, by Theorem 1 of Browder [5]. Hence 
de&f, , h,], G, , y(t)) = degl([fO , h,], GO , y(O)) for every t. But since f. 
is a homeomorphism of V, , and hence of G, on an open subset of Y con- 
taining y(0) it follows that degr([f,, , h,], Gs , y(0)) = 1. Thus 
degl([ft 9hJ, G, 9 y(t)) = 1 f or every t in [0, 11. It then follows by Lemma 1 
that there exists a unique xt in G, (and hence in V,) such that ft(xt) = y(t). 
In other words, there exists a unique xt in V, such that f(xt , t) = y(t). This 
shows that f is a continuous one-to-one mapping of the compact set 
K = ([x, 4 in V I f(x, t) = y(t)1 onto the continuous curve {y(t) IO < t <l} 
in Y. Hence f is a homeomorphism of K onto (y(t) IO \( t < l} and this 
shows that xt varies continuously with t in [0, 11. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. // 
We need the following lemmas in the proof of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a Banach space, U an open subset of X and T a strictly- 
contractive mapping of U into X. Then I - T is a regular homeomorphism of U 
into X. 
409/26/2-X I 
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PROOF. Let K < 1 be such that /I TX - Ty /I < h 11 x -y lj for all 5, y in 
U. That I - T is a homeomorphism of U into X follows from the estimates 
(1 -k) //x -y I/ < /I (I - T)x -(I - T)y /I < (1 j-k) !i s -y ~ 
for all WY, y in U. It is well-known that if T is a strictly contractive mapping 
of an open subset U of a Banach space X into X then (I - T) (U) is open. 
Further, it is quite simple to verify that if G is an open subset of U such that 
cl(G) is contained in U then (I - T) (cl G) = cl(1 - T) G in view of the 
above estimates. 
This proves that (I - T) is a regular homeomorphism of U into X. Hence 
the lemma. // 
LEMMA 3. Let X be a complex-Banach space, U an open subset of X, T 
a complex-analytic strictly-con&active mapping of U into X. Then (I - T)-’ 
is a complex-analytic mapping from (I - T) G into X. 
PROOF. In view of the inverse mapping theorem it suffices to check 
that for every x in U, the FrCchet differential d(1 - T) (x) = I - dT(x) of 
I - T is a linear homeomorphism of X onto X, for every .r in U. Now 
I - dT(x) is a linear homeomorphism of X onto X if 11 dT(x) // < 1 for 
every x in U. Let, now, K < 1 be such that jl TX - Ty // < k 1) x -y // 
for all x, y in U. Then it follows easily that [/ dT(x) I/ < h < 1 for every x 
in U. Hence d(1 - T) (x) = I - dT( x is a linear homeomorphism of X ) . 
onto X. This then proves the lemma. /i 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let x,, be an interior point of the closed bounded 
convex subset G of the complex Banach space X having nonempty interior. 
Let f and h be two continuous mappings of the open subset U x [0, l] of 
X x [0, l] into X defined by f(x, t) = x - t . T(x) - t . C(x) - (1 - t) x0 
and h(x, t) = x - tTx for all [x, t] in U x [0, 11. Then in view of the assump- 
tions of Theorem 2 and Lemmas 2 and 3 the mappings ft = f(., t) and 
h, = h(., t) of the open set U into X are complex-analytic and h, is a regular 
diffeomorphism of U on an open subset of X. Further since G is convex 
and x,, is an interior point of G, the assumption that the mapping I’ = T + C 
has no fixed point in the boundary of G and maps the boundary of G into G 
implies that the mapping ft of U into X has no zero on the boundary of G 
for every t in [0, 11. It then follows from Theorem 1, that for every t in [0, l] 
there is exactly one xt in G such that ft(xt) = f(q , t) = 0. In particular, 
there is exactly one xi in G such thatf,(x, , 1) = 0, i.e., xi - TX, - Cx, = 0, 
i.e., x1 = TX, + Cx, = Vxl. Hence I’ has exactly one fixed point in G. 
This prove the theorem. // 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3. Consider the mappingFof the open set U x [0, l] 
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into Y defined by F(x, t) = h(x) + t(f(x) - h(x)) = h(x) + K(x) for all 
[x, t] in U x [0, 11. It is obvious that F, =$‘(a, t) and ht = h satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 1. Further it follows easily that for each t in 
[0, l] the functional equation F,(x) = y has no solution on the boundary of G. 
It then follows immediately from Theorem 1 that there exists exactly one 
point x in G such that f(z) = y. Hence the theorem. // 
SECTION 2 
In this section we shall give a proof of Theorem 4 using the apparatus of 
generalized topological degree theory, in the context of our theorem, of [5]. 
We need to introduce the following definition from [5]. 
DEFINITION 4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, G an open subset of X, 
f a continuous mapping of cl G into Y such that the following hold: 
(i) There exists a continuous mapping S of cl G x cl G into Y such 
that f(x) = S(x, x) for all x in cl G. 
(ii) For each v in cl G, the mapping S, = S(., V) of cl G into Y is a 
regular homeomorphism. 
(iii) The mapping er + S, maps cl G into a relatively compact subset of 
the set of regular homeomorphisms of cl G into Y (the latter space being 
endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on cl G). 
Then for any pointy in Y - f(bdry G), th e g eneralized topological degree, 
deg,([f, S], G, y) is defined as follows: 
Let G, = {V 1 ‘u E G, y E S,(G)} and for w in G, , set C,(o) = S;‘(y). We 
set 
deg,(Cf, 81, G,Y) = degd - C, , G, , 0). 
(Note that the mapping C, of cl G, into X is compact and has no fixed points 
on bdry(G,).) (See Theorem 2 of [5].) 
We need the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 4. 
LEMMA 4. Let X and Y be Banach spaces, U an open subset of X. G an open 
subset of U such that cl G is contained in 77. Let S be a complex-analytic map- 
ping of U x U into Y such that the following hold: 
(a) For each v in cl G, the map S, = S( *, v) of cl G into Y is a regular 
homeomorphism of cl G into Y. 
(b) The mapping v -+ S, maps cl G into a relatively compact subset of the 
set of regular homeomorphisms of cl G into Y, (the latter space being endowed 
with the topology of unifwm convergence on cl G). 
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Suppose that the mapping f of cl G into I’ given by f(x) = S(x, x) fey x in 
cl G is such that deg,([f, S], G, y) = + 1 where y is a point in Y ~ f(bdry G). 
Then there exists exactly one solution of the equation f(x) = y in G. 
PROOF. By the definition of generalized topological degree 
deg,([ f, S], G, y) we have deg,& - C, , G, , 0) = + 1, where G, and C, 
are as defined in Definition 4. By condition (b) and the fact that S is a com- 
plex-analytic map of U X U into I’, C, is a complex-analytic compact 
mapping of G, into X, has no fixed points on the bdry of G, and the set of 
its fixed points is compact (see Theorem 2 of [5]). Then by the same argu- 
ment as in the proof of Lemma 1 it follows that C, has a unique fixed point 
in G, . This implies that there exists exactly one solution x of the equation 
f(x) = y in G. Hence the lemma. // 
PROOF OF TmoRRhs 4. By hypothesis, the set 
is a compact subset of V. By condition (c) of the hypothesis for each point 
[u, v, t] of V, there exists a product neighborhood N x NI x N, such that 
the map [t, v] + S,,, is a compact map of N, x NI into the space of regular 
homeomorphisms of N into Y. 
For each t in [0, I], we define a mapping Cy(t),t of an open subset G,(f),t 
of X into X by setting 
G dtkt = lv I v E K St,,(Vt,J containsr(t)> 
C v(t).t = %.%YW. 
It follows from Theorem 2 of [5] that Cy(t),t is a locally-compact continuous 
mapping of G,c~),~ into X, that the set G = utE[a,~l Gv(t),t x {t} is open in 
X x [0, l] and that the fixed point sets of all the maps Cy(t),t taken as 
elements of G coincide with subsets of our given compact set K. There exists 
a neighborhood U of K in V such that for each t, Cr,ct), t is compact on U, , and 
applying Theorem 2 of [5] once more, we see that deg&l - Cr,(t),t, U, , 0) 
is welldefined and is independent oft in [0, 11. Hence deg,([ ft , A’,], U, , y(t)) 
is welldefined and is independent of t in [0, I]. 
For t = 0, this latter degree is equal to + 1 by Proposition 2 of [3], since 
our assumption that there exists E > 0 such that for //x ]I < E, 
S,(u - x, u) = y(0) has exactly one solution means that I - Cy(0),O is 
locally one-to-one on a neighborhood of the unique solution of the equation 
fO(x) = y(0). Hence by Lemma 4, for each t in [0, 11, there exists exactly 
one solution xt in U, of the equation ft(xt) = S(x, , xt , t) = y(t). 
That xt depends continuously on t in [0, I] follows by an argument identical 
to the one used in Theorem 1. This completes the proof of the theorem. /,/ 
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The proofs of Theorems 5 and 6 are identical with those of Theorems 2 
and 3, once Theorem 4 has been established. We therefore omit the detailed 
argument for these theorems. 
SECTION 3 
In this section we carry through the proof of Theorem 7 which character- 
izes the set of solutions of nonlinear functional equations. Our argument is a 
refinement of the line of argument of Aronszajn [l] and applies to the case 
of noncompact nonlinear mappings. 
DEFINITION 5. Let X be a given metric space and R be a subset of X. Then 
R is called an R, if R is homeomorphic to the intersection of a decreasing 
sequence of absolute retracts. R is said to be a compact R, if R is homeomorphic 
to the intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact absolute retracts. 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a given metric space. {R,} a sequence qf absolute retracts 
in X. M a subset of X such that the following hold: 
1. M is contained in {R,} for every n. 
2. M is the set-theoretic limit of the sequence {R,} of absolute retracts. 
3. For each neighborhood V of M in X there is an infinite subsequence 
{R,i) of {R,} such that RQi is contained in Vfor every ni . 
Then M is an R, . 
PROOF. Let p”n denote the continuous retraction of X onto R, for each n. 
We shall first construct an infinite subsequence {R,} of {R,} inductively such 
that for each i < n and every x in &, we have d(x, Q(x)) < l/n, where Q 
denotes the continuous mapping *in = &&+i -1. q+, of X into iTi . We shall 
use this subsequence (Rn} of the sequence (R,} to construct a decreasing 
sequence of absolute retracts in the product metric space I-I:=, X and show 
that the intersection of this decreasing sequence of absolute retracts in JJy=, X 
is homeomorphic to M. (The metric on the product metric space Hi”=, X 
is given by 
where x = (x1 ,..., xi ,...) and y = (yi ,..., yi ,...) are points of n7-i X). 
Let a, = R, and suppose that R, ,..., & have been chosen. Then for 
each i < n + 1 the continuous mapping $1” = @ a** q% of X into i?, is 
defined and for every x in M we have #;+“(x) = x. It follows that there is a 
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neighborhood I’ of M such that d(x, #Y+‘(X)) < lj(n + 1) for every x in I. 
and i < n $ 1. Now choose R,+i to be the first R, after i?, ,..., R, contained 
in I’, which exists because of condition 3. This completes the inductive step 
of the construction. 
For each n, set Q,, = {X/XC a,“=, &; xi = z,$“(x~), i < n>. It follows easily 
that the natural mapping of Qn onto n:-, Ri is a homeomorphism. Hence 
Qn is an absolute retract for nT=, fTi being the Cartesian product of absolute 
retracts is certainly an absolute retract. The sequence (Qn} is clearly 
decreasing and contains the diagonal set of J-J:, M. We shall show that 
diag (Hz, M) = nrzP=, Qn . Indeed, diag (Hi”=, M) C fir=, Qn and if 
( x1 , x2 ). . .) x, , . . . ) is a point in n,“=, Qn we have for every n and each i < n that 
This shows that sequence {xn} converges to xi for every i and so 
x1 = x2 = -** E.r x, = *** = x (say). It follows that x belongs to a, for every 
n and hence x is in the limit M of {R,). This shows that n,“=, Q,, is contained 
in diag (I-I:=, M). This proves the assertion. Since now, M is homeomorphic 
to the diagonal of nT=, M we get that M is an R, . This completes the proof 
of the lemma. // 
REMARK. If R, is a compact absolute retract for every n, in the above lemma, 
then M is a compact R, . 
PROOF OF THEOREM 7. Let p > 0 be such that the open ball B,(y,) 
of radius p and center ya is contained in N(y,). Let {Ed} be a sequence of 
positive real numbers such that ck < p for every k and ck + 0 as k -+ co. 
Since the sequence (fk} of continuous mappings of X into Y converges 
uniformly to the mapping f of X into Y we may suppose (by choosing a 
subsequence of (fk} if necessary) that l/fk(ac) - f(x) /I < cff for every x in X 
and every k. 
Let S denote the compact set f-l(y,,). Now, for every k, the compact set 
fk(S) is contained in BJya) since for every x in S, 
Let Qk denote the convex closure of the compact setf.JS) in Y. Then Qk is a 
compact convex subset of Y and is accordingly an absolute retract for each k. 
Further Qk is contained in BJy,) for every k. The mappingf, is a continuous 
one-to-one mapping of the compact set R, = f;‘(Q,J onto Qk for every k. 
(This follows easily from our assumptions.) Accordingly fk is a homeomor- 
phism of R, onto Qk and so Rk is a compact absolute retract for every k. We 
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shall show that the sequence {&J of compact absolute retracts satisfies the 
conditions 1,2, and 3 of the above lemma to conclude that S is a compact R, . 
Clearly S is contained in R, for every k and so S is contained in the inferior 
set-theoretic limit of the sequence {Rk}. Let now x be a point in the superior 
set-theoretic limit of the sequence (Rk} so that x is in Rki for every ki , for 
some subsequence {R,J of (RIc}. It follows that l/fki(x) - f(x) I/ < Q, and 
I/f*,(x) -yyo 11 < Ekt for every ki , so that I/ f(x) -yyo Ij < 2~~ for every ki . 
Hence f(x) = yO , which implies that x is in S. Thus the superior set- 
theoretic limit of {Rk} is contained in S. Hence S is the set-theoretic limit 
of {R,}. Now to verify condition 3 of the above lemma it suffices to show that 
each neighborhood I/ of S contains at least one member of the sequence 
(Rk}, as the set-theoretic limit remains unchanged if finitely many members 
of {R,} are omitted. Suppose, now, V is a neighborhood of S such that 
R, is not contained in V for any k. So there exists a sequence {xk} in X such 
that xk belongs to R, for every k and xk does not belong to V for any k. 
Now 3~~ belongs to R, , for every k, gives that l/fk(xJ -y,, 11 < clc . Also 
II f&J - f(4 II < l k f or every k. Hence Ij f(xJ -y,, II < 2~ for every k 
and so the sequence (f(zJ} converges to y,, in Y. Since f is proper there is a 
subsequence {xlci> of {xlc} and an x in X such that {xlci} converges to x in X. 
It follows that the subsequence {f(+,>} of {f(x,J} converges to f(x) as well 
as to yO in Y. Hence f(x) = yO . So the subsequence {xr.} of {xJ converges to 
the point x in S, which is a contradiction, for xk does not belong to the neigh- 
borhood V of S for any k. This proves that each neighborhood V of S 
contains at least one member of the sequence. Hence the conditions of the 
above lemma are verified. Thus S is a compact R, , in view of the remark 
above. This completes the proof of the theorem. // 
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